That’s the past’s business: currency accrued over time, generational wealth inherited in a crude trickle down of interest—who’s invested and who would rather knot their bow on the future’s present? When it’s personal it’s not history but nostalgia. A home sickness that might rob a life depending on the life, depending on if there is a living, as in the long relative life in death. Ancestors, I’m talking, the ghosts sucking their teeth, hovering over shoulders like salespeople working on the big upsell. In the marketplace for the past, it’s easy to get priced out. And don’t even think about a raincheck or to return. What’s damaged was purchased long ago. What was once done, done now only in ceremony like the ado going on right now in this town square built far from any city bus or underground trains. Banks of done-up up-done blond pageant queens process past men mounted on bronze dead horses. Banners pop in a renewed wind. Men wave, their sons wavering behind in old shoes, march a long-rehearsed step.
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